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WIRELESS DEVICE SETUP

[01] BACKGROUND

[02] Wireless routers or access points are either shipped with their wireless capabilities disabled or with the wireless capabilities enabled but with no security. For a customer to use such a device, they need to either connect using a cable or in the second case with an unsecured wireless connection. Then they configure the wireless connection to their liking. For some customers, all they do to configure their routers or access points is to enable the wireless capability without any security. These existing techniques are inconvenient and possibly insecure.

[03] BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[04] FIGURE 1 is a flow diagram of a wireless-device setup method.

[05] FIGURE 2 is a flow chart of a portion of a wireless-device setup method.

[06] FIGURE 3 is a flow chart of a "user-setup" portion of the method of FIG. 2.

[07] DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[08] A manufacturer API manufactures wireless-access-point devices including wireless access points and converged devices. The converged devices can serve as wireless access points and at least one other function of devices such as routers, Ethernet switches, or broadband modems. FIG. 1 represents one such device, WAP 11. By "manufacturer" is meant any company or group of companies involved in bringing a device to market through packaging and shipping.
[09] The manufactured devices support various wireless security protocols, including WEP, WPA, and WPA2 (in order of increasing security), to prevent unauthorized users from accessing a wireless access point. Manufacturer API ships WAP-devices configured with WPS (WiFi Protected Setup) keys, which are identified on the devices and in the packaging. However, for enhanced security, the devices are shipped with WPA2 security as a default, as indicated at 13. WPA2 security requires that an SSID, e.g., SSID 15 and a key (i.e., passphrase), e.g., key 17 be set. Manufacturer API chooses the configured SSID and key as follows.

[10] Manufacturer API assigns a collision-resistant string 19 to each wireless access point device (at least of a particular model) it manufacturers. By "collision-resistant" is meant "unique" or sufficiently close to unique that it is very unlikely (less than 1% chance) that a randomly selected pair would share the same string. For example, such a string can be generated by concatenating two randomly selected dictionary words. However, in the illustrated embodiment, the string is a randomly or quasi-randomly generated eight-character string chosen such that it can also serve as the WPS key. The choice to use the key also as WPS key provides the user with the benefit that one string can serve two purposes, which reduces complexity. In an alternative embodiment, the string used to generate the SSID and WPA2 key is independent of the WPS key.

[11] So that a user can transcribe the SSID and the WPA2 key, certain constraints may be imposed on hash generator 21. Specifically, while it can accept any characters as inputs, hash generator 21 does not produce any ambiguous characters that might invite errors when a user attempts to transcribe the resulting SSID 15 and key 17. Ambiguous characters can include as "1" (one), "1" (lower case "l"), "i" (upper case "i"), "O" (upper case "O"), "o" (lower case "o") and "0" (zero).
[12] The assigned string 19 is entered into a hash generator 21, which generates a 16-character collision-resistant hash 23 from string 19. The first five characters of the hash are used as part of the device SSID 15 and the last ten characters are used as the device key 17. The sixth character is not used.

[13] Manufacturer API packages each device. For example, package 25 includes WAP device 11, a CD-ROM disk 27, a label 29, and packaging 31. Label 29 is human-readable media displaying string 19 in human-readable form. Label 29 may be attached to WAP device 11 and/or to packaging 31. CD-ROM disk 27 has tangibly encoded thereon programs and code of computer-executable instructions including hash generator 21 for generating SSID 15 and key 17 from string 19.

[14] A user 33 purchases or otherwise obtains package 25. Disk 27 is inserted into a CD-ROM drive of a wireless-enabled computer, such as a laptop computer 35, and hash generator 21 is installed thereon. User 33 reads string 19 from label 29 and enters string 19 into the instance of hash generator 21 on laptop 35. Hash generator 21 generates hash 23, from which SSID 15 and key 17 are determined by laptop 35. The laptop OS is configured to use these values to access WAP device 11.

[15] Note that WAP device 11 is protected by strong WPA2 security at least until user 33 decides to change the default settings, even without a wired connection at setup. Package 25 does not include an Ethernet cable, resulting in some cost savings.

[16] A wireless-device setup method is flowcharted in FIG. 2. The left side of FIG. 2 emphasizes manufacturer-related aspects of the embodiment. At method segment Mi 1, a manufacturer manufactures a WAP device. At method segment Mi 2, the device is configured with a unique string (that may also be used as a WPS key).
At method segment M13, the WPS string is used to generate an SSID and a key. Two substeps are involved. At substep M14, a hash is generated from the string. At substep M15, the SSID and the key are determined from sections of the hash. At method segment M16, the device is configured to be in WPA2 mode. In addition, the device is configured with the SSID and the key generated at method segment M13.

At method segment M17, the device is packaged with a program disk and a label indicating the string assigned in method segment M12. The label may be on the device or elsewhere in the package or both. In alternative embodiments, media (e.g., a flash memory card or an Internet site) other than a disk are used for storing the hash-generator program.

The right side of FIG. 2 emphasizes the user aspects of method MEI. At method segment M21, a user removes a WAP device, a CD-ROM disk, and a label bearing said string from packaging. The label can be on the device, on the CD-ROM, on a sleeve or case for the CD-ROM, etc. At method segment M22, the CD-ROM is inserted into a computer and the software encoded on the CD-ROM is installed on the computer. Alternatively, another computer-readable storage medium can be included and thus removed from the packaging for installing the software.

At method segment M23, the software is launched on the computer. At method segment M24, the user transcribes the string used to generate the SSID and key into a dialog box presented by the software. At method segment M25, the software then computes the SSID and the key from the string. As noted earlier, this can involve computing a hash from the string and then using respective parts of the hash as the SSID and key. At method segment M26, the software configures the operating system to use WPA2, the computed SSID and the key.
[21] At method segment M27, the WAP device is powered on. Since method segments M22-M26 are not pre-requisites to method segment M27, the latter can be performed at any time between method segments M21 and M28. At method segment M28, the computer (using a wireless access card) accesses the WAP device, either using the newly installed software or a browser resident on the computer.

[22] Method ME1 prevents "setup crosstalk" even when there is another pre-configured WAP in the vicinity of the one being set up. For example, method segment Mi 1 can be iterated to provide a second WAP 51 (FIG. 1), identical with WAP 11 except for the serial number and network identifiers. However, the unique string applied at method segment Mi 2 is different, so that a different hash, a different SSID, and a different WPA-2 key are involved in the method segments that follow. As a result, when, at method segment M28, laptop 35 access WAP 11 exclusively, e.g., to the exclusion of WAP 51, even though the latter is discoverable by laptop 35.

[23] In method ME1, the user does not have to configure the WAP device. The same string is used as a WPS and as a string to generate both the SSID and the WAP-2 key. The unique SSID computed as in method ME1 increases the reliability of the setup process and avoids crosstalk to another similar WAP device (since the latter will have a different unique SSID). Also, "transcription" errors are avoided since "ambiguous" characters (that might be confused with a similar-looking character) are avoided.

[24] An alternative method ME2 of setting up a WAP is flow charted in FIG. 3. At method segment S1, a string is provided to a computer. At method segment S2, the computer computes an SSID and key from the string. At method segment S3, the computer uses the SSID and the key to access the WAP.
Herein, "wireless-access-point device" encompasses wireless access points and converged devices providing the functionality of a wireless access point. Herein, "wireless device" refers to wireless-access-point devices or to devices (e.g., a wireless-enabled computer) that communicate with other devices via a wireless access point, or both. A "wireless-device setup method" can involve, without limitation, setting up one or more of the following: a wireless access point, a converged device, a wireless-enabled computer. The term "manufacture" has the same meaning it has in 35 U.S.C. 101 and encompasses disk 27.

Alternative embodiments use different security protocols (WPA, WEP, other password or passphrase-based security protocols). Further alternatively embodiments provide for different types of devices incorporating wireless-access-point functionality, different client computers, etc. These and other variations upon and modifications to the illustrated methods are provided for by the following claims.

What Is Claimed Is:
CLAIMS

1. A wireless-device set-up method comprising:
   providing a string to a wireless-enabled computer;
   said computer computing an SSID and a key from said string;
   said computer using said SSID and said key to wirelessly connect to a first wireless-access-point device that is pre-configured with said SSID and said key.

2. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in Claim 1 further comprising removing said wireless-access-point device and a human-readable label presenting said string in human-readable form from packaging.

3. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in any of Claims 1 or 2 further comprising a manufacturer configuring said device with said SSID and said key.

4. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in any of Claims 1-3 further comprising packaging with said label said wireless-access-point device configured with said SSID and said key.

5. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in any of Claims 1-4 further comprising installing a program on said computer for computing said SSID and said key from said string.

6. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in Claim 5 wherein said packaging involves packaging computer-readable storage medium tangibly encoded with said program, said installing involving said computer reading said program from said medium.
7. A wireless-device set-up method as recited in Claim 1 wherein said wirelessly connecting involves wireless connecting to said first wireless-access-point device and detecting but not connecting to a second wireless-access-point device.

8. A package comprising:
   a wireless-access-point device pre-configured with an SSID and a first key;
   a human-readable label presenting a string in human-readable form; and
   computer-readable storage media encoded with computer-executable code, said code, when executed by a computer, providing for computing said SSID and said key from said string.

9. A package as recited in Claim 8 wherein said code, when executed by a computer, further provides for connecting said computer to said wireless-access point device.

10. A package as recited in any of Claims 8 or 9 wherein said wireless-access point device is configured with said string as a WPS key.
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